How Many Loan Sharks Does it Take to…?
by Brook A. Silvestri, CMCA

By this point, I imagine that all of you as readers have heard about community
associations borrowing money for common element repairs. You probably
have the section of your governing documents memorized that allows your
association to pledge assets as security on this type of debt. So we know that
they can borrow. But the question remains as to how, practically, they do
borrow. What is it that the shark tank full of lenders will ask when reviewing a
credit request? Let’s arm you with that information before you face the loan
sharks.

While methodologies differ among experienced lenders in this arena, their philosophy is consistent. Most
associations do not have a great deal of hard assets to secure financing, so the lender is looking for a
solid cash flow stream to use as collateral. They will perfect a lien on that cash flow stream by filing a
form with the Secretary of State as part of the loan documentation. Most lenders don’t play well in the
sandbox with other lenders. That means that only one lender can have a priority lien on those
assessments. So in the vast majority of cases, an association will borrow from only one lender at a time.
If there is an existing loan on the balance sheet and the association is looking for more debt, it needs to
discuss that with the current lender or be prepared to refinance the existing debt with a new loan as part
of the new financing that they seek.
So if cash flow is paramount, how do lenders determine what good cash flow looks like? They will first
examine the delinquency report normally prepared by the managing agent from its accounting software.
There are a series of ratios that lenders run during an underwriting process and this delinquency ratio is
the king. Some lenders calculate it based on the number of units that are past due and some base it on
dollars. Regardless of the method, they want to see a modest delinquency usually not higher than 5% to
10%. This basically means that the association is collecting 95 cents out of every dollar that it budgeted
in assessment income. If that is happening, they likely have the capacity to repay the proposed debt.
The loan sharks will say “I’m out” if the association collects less than that.
Next in the series of underwriting ratios are an income diversity
measurement and an overall proforma change in assessments. They sound
complicated, but in reality the lender simply wants to know 1) how many
owners are in the association in order to diversify the cash flow stream? and
2) how much will assessments go up to cover the payments on the proposed
loan? Obviously, the greater the number of units there are, the more diverse
the cash flow stream is. For example, if one owner in a ten unit building
looses his job, that represents roughly 10% of the cash flow of the
association. If the same thing happens in a 100 unit building, the impact is
only 1%. It is generally pretty tough for associations with less than 20 units
to get financing for this reason. The increase in assessments going forward
to cover the loan payments is also important, especially where statute allows
the general ownership to potentially veto an annual year over year increase
greater than or equal to a certain amount. Lenders will take into account the
absolute dollar value of assessments when calculating this ratio and make
reasonable conclusions about it. In a recent deal, we calculated a 50% increase, but the dollars were
going from $40 to $60. An extra $20 is probably not a giant financial burden for any owner. A jump from
$400 to $600, on the other hand, could clearly be a much bigger issue and will give the lender pause.

“Contributing funds
on a regular basis to
the reserve, year in
and year out, is a
good idea and
shows financial
wisdom on a board’s
part. Buying lottery
tickets and planning
to put the winnings
in the reserve is
not.”
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Every lender that I know will perform some level of reserves analysis in conjunction with the cash flow
ratios above. Now, banks are famous for providing umbrellas when the sun is shining and taking them
back as soon as it starts to rain. So I hear all the time that if the association had the money in reserves,
it would not need to borrow. The lender’s intent in measuring reserves is more to see how the board is
addressing its fiduciary duties to the association than in examining its net worth. Contributing funds on a
regular basis to the reserve, year in and year out, is a good idea and shows financial wisdom on a
board’s part. Buying lottery tickets and planning to put the winnings in the reserve is not. Lenders will
likely look at the association’s reserve study (yes, get one) and try to figure out how many dollars of
repairs the association will face during the proposed loan life, outside of the potential loan, and how the
association can pay for those. So, if we are looking at a five year loan and the association has
$1,000,000 of repairs in the next five years as identified in the study, they intend on financing $700,000,
and have $100,000 in cash today, how will they pay for the other $200,000? If their reserve contribution
is at least $40,000 on average annually ($1,000,000 repairs - $700,000 loan - $100,000 cash = $200,000
/ 5 years), that is a great answer. If not, they will need another plan and will probably need to document
that for the lender. It would not surprise me if that plan showed up as a financial covenant in the credit
agreement too.
One of the last ratios is one that is based on unit value. I call it “equity bleed” and it is not used by all
lenders and is sometimes not even included in the underwriting criteria, but it sure is good to know. It
measures the amount of proposed debt, on a per unit basis, compared to the average unit value and tells
the lender and owners how much home equity, on average, is being diluted, or bled, by taking on this
loan. Historically, when we see this ratio exceed 10%, owners revolt….not universally, but regularly.
Again, absolute dollars play a role here and in an area where values are artificially low, one must
examine the dollar change in addition to the ratio. This ratio is most effective when a special assessment
will be used to repay the loan. If we pretend then, that units are worth $250,000 in a 120 unit building
and the association plans to take out a $1,500,000 loan, the equity bleed ratio is 5% ($1,500,000 / 120
units / $250,000). In this fictitious scenario, as long as unit values don’t fall below $150,000 on average,
the association and its owners will probably be just fine with this debt.

I have been financing common interest communities for a long time and
would highly recommend to an association contemplating financing a project
that it runs these ratios early in the process. It will certainly help their
discussion with a lender later and can identify issues that require attention
before actually approaching the bank. The better armed the board is with
this information, the better they can survive the lender’s shark tank.

Brook A. Silvestri, CMCA is Association Capital Bank’s senior vice president and has been financing common interest communities since 2002.
He and his family live in the Chicago area. You may reach him at 224-587-3438 or at brook.silvestri@acapbank.com He also writes the HOA
industry blog CondoT@lk and you may read it at www.condotalk.info.
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